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Sequential Data



Examples of sequence data

Sequence database Sequence Element (Transaction) Event (Item)

Customer Purchase history of a 
given customer

A set of bought items by a 
customer at time t

Books, diary products, 
CDs, etc

Web Data Browsing activity of a 
particular visitor

Ads viewed by the visitor 
after a single mouse click

Home page, index page, 
contact info, etc

Event Data History of events 
generated by a sensor

Events triggered by a 
sensor at time t

Types of alarms 
generated by sensors

Genome sequences DNA sequence of a 
particular species

An element of the DNA 
sequence

Bases A, T, G, C

Sequence
E2

E3
D6

E1
G6

P3
F6D7

Element
Event



Typical operations on sequential data



Goal Interactive querying on sequence data at scale



The whole industry is focused on 
Spark. So we obviously got started 
with that...



The first attempt on using Spark for sequence processing

Apache Spark is typically going to 
load the data like this: 

We call this the ‘observations’ 
layout. 

However, the observations layout is 
not ideal for performing analysis. To 
ask most questions, you need to 
perform a group by on your data set, 
either by key or by timestamp, which 
is cumbersome as well as 
computationally expensive.

Timestamp Key Value

2016-10-10 A 2.0

2016-10-11 A 3.0

2016-10-10 B 4.5

2016-10-11 B 1.5

2016-10-10 C 6.0



When you only got a 
mug and all your 
problems are nails



There are a few Spark-based options that try to 
solve this issue

Sandy Ryza developed Spark-
TS at Cloudera

Promising but:
- Immature
- Developed by 1 person
- Sandy left Cloudera and 

Spark-TS is no longer a 
Cloudera project 

Another solution is Huohua but 
is only in conceptual phase. 

Good presentation online and a 
Github Repository with only a 
README



Better instants layout

The “instants” layout is ideal for much of traditional machine learning—for 
example, if you want to build a supervised learning model that predicts one 
variable based on contemporaneous values of the others

Timestamp A B C

2016-10-10 2.0 4.5 6.0

2016-10-11 3.0 1.5 NaN



Best:  “timeseries” layout

In the third layout, which is most central to spark-ts, each object 
in the RDD stores a full univariate series.

DateTimeIndex: [2016-10-10, 2016-10-11]

Key Series

A [2.0, 3.0]

B [4.5, 1.5]

C [6.0, NaN]



Apache Spark with a 
series-based approach 
showed difficulties in 

implementation

Findings

Series-based approach does not match 
with Spark’s typical data model 
causing memory and shuffle issues.

Unable to store large series in Parquet-
files.



Introducing 
Apache Ignite



Why 
Apache Ignite?

Apache Ignite could provide us with a high 
level of control on how we want our data to 
be partitioned. 

It also has other niceties like read- and 
write-through cache behaviour, an API that 
feels like Java’s Native concurrency API 
and an easy setup



Apache Ignite: In-Memory Data Fabric



Apache Ignite: Data Grid

<(datetime_index, series_key), [sequence]>



Apache Ignite: 
Compute Grid

Computations can be launched 
as simple Java Callable’s that 
return a Future<T>

In an interactive environment 
this is way more flexible than 
launching Spark



The sweet spot:
Co-locate compute with data

Apache Ignite has the ability to execute callables or threads on the node where the data 
resides in the Data Grid

The system is called:

- Affinity Call (Java Callable)

- Or Affinity Run (Java Thread)



Time for some 
demonstration!



The benefits



Processing 
sequences without 
loss of context



Collocating related 
sequences results in 0 
network transfer 
when analyzing them



Analyzing a single sequence is fast and convenient



Overall very high 
level of control






